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ABSTRACT Ultra-dense networks represent the trend for future wireless 5G networks, which can provide

high transmission rates in dense urban environments. However, a massive number of small cells are required

to be deployed in such networks, and this requirement increases interference and number of handovers (HOs)

in heterogeneous networks (HetNets). In such scenario, mobility management becomes an important issue

to guarantee seamless communication while the user moves among cells. In this paper, we propose an auto-

tuning optimization (ATO) algorithm that utilizes user speed and received signal reference power to adapt

HO margin and time to trigger. The proposed algorithm aims to reduce the number of frequent HOs and

HO failure (HOF) ratio. The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated through simulation with a

two-tier model that consists of 4G and 5G networks. Simulation results show that the average rates of ping-

pong HOs and HOF are significantly reduced by the proposed algorithm compared with other algorithms

from the literature. In addition, the ATO algorithm achieves a low call drop rate and reduces HO delay and

interruption time during user mobility in HetNets.

INDEX TERMS Ultra-dense, heterogeneous networks, handover, self-optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Next generation of cellular network technologies is expected

to improve wireless services, such as data rates, latency, qual-

ity, and mobility. In recent years, heterogeneous networks

(HetNets) with different deployment scenarios have played

a key role in increasing network performance in terms of

system capacity and network coverage. However, HetNets

become complex due to the deployment of a massive small

cells within macro cells. The deployment of a huge number

of small cells in 5G networks is expected to boost total sys-

tem performance by enhancing coverage and improving user

experience [1], [2]. From a technical perspective, however,

such deployment introduces new challenges that should be

addressed in the next 5G network. Non-stand-alone (NSA)

and stand-alone (SA) are two stages of deployment in the

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Miguel López-Benítez .

next-generation 5G network [4]. Thus, NSA is considered

for the initial stage of 5G technology, where ultra-dense

small cells are routed to 4G macro cells. The major rising

issue in 4G/5G HetNet deployment is addressing user mobil-

ity, which produces a high rate of handover (HO) proba-

bility (HOP), HO ping-pong (HOPP), and radio link failure

(RLF) [3], [6]. Thus, system performance is degraded due to

the high frequency of call drop rate (CDR) and long inter-

ruption time (IT). Accordingly, this issue must be solved to

guarantee that next-generation networks will provide seam-

less communication during user movement among different

deployment scenarios. Many survey studies have investigated

mobility management issues and HO optimization [7]. These

studies have identified the reasons that can lead to HO failure

(HOF) and the limitations of available HOF solutions. Mobil-

ity robustness optimization (MRO) has been initially intro-

duced in Long-Term Evolution Advanced (LTE-A) as part

of a self-organizing network (SON). It adjusts HO control
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parameters (HCPs), namely, HO margin (HOM) and time to

trigger (TTT), to maintain communication links during user

movement with minimal operator intervention [8].

Conditional HO has been recently introduced in sev-

eral technical documents, such as [9]–[11]. It focuses on

the threshold of measurement reports without periodically

adjusting HCPs in accordance with user experience. Several

studies, such as [3], [12]–[14] have proposed various MRO

algorithms to reduce HOF by improving HO performance

in HetNets. Although these algorithms slightly improve HO

performance, interesting and relevant HO problems still need

to be addressed, particularly when these algorithms are imple-

mented for small cells.

The major contribution of this paper is to optimize HCPs

in MRO to minimize the HOF rate and maintain con-

nection links between serving evolved node B (eNB) and

mobile user equipment (UE). To achieve this objective, HCPs

are adjusted contentiously after each measurement report,

reducing HOPP, HO delay, IT, and CDR. An auto-tuning

optimization (ATO) algorithm is proposed to perform as a

controller that adapts HCPs (HOM and TTT) on the basis

of the reference signal received power (RSRP) and UE

speed. The ATO algorithm is evaluated with numerous macro

eNBs (MeNBs) and small eNBs (SeNBs) based on 3GPP

TS36.839 [15]. The performance of the proposed algorithm

is analyzed and compared with those of other algorithms.

Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm outper-

forms the other algorithms in all performance metrics with

different speed scenarios.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section II presents existing studies on HetNets. Section III

discusses the challenges of mobility optimization in HetNets.

System model, proposed solution, and HO performance met-

rics are provided in Section IV. Simulation and performance

evaluation are presented in Section V. Finally, the paper is

concluded in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORKS

Many studies have focused on HO optimization, and they

have introduced algorithms and schemes to improve network

performance. The work in [13] optimized HCPs on the basis

of enhanced mobility state estimation, which considers two

parameters, namely, UE velocity and HO types, to select the

optimal TTT value. Meanwhile, the authors in [12] intro-

duced an adaptive algorithm that selects different values of

HOM and load balancing for each UE in the HetNet. HO

decision in the proposed algorithm utilizes the signal-to-

interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) instead of the received

signal strength indicator to calculate the actual level of HOM.

In other studies, such as [16], the authors used the reinforce-

ment learning concept to detect HO in a network. Effective

session HOs lead to low CDR and also reduce HOF and

HOPP. However, this technique only supports UE mobility

speed of up to 120 km/h.

The authors in [17] proposed an algorithm that mitigates

frequent HO for ultra-dense HetNets. This algorithm adjusts

HCPs on the basis of ping-pong UE, where UE is handed

over to the MeNB in high mobility speed. In our previous

work [18], we proposed a dynamic HCP (D-HCP) algorithm

to investigate and evaluate HO types that cause HOF (too

early HO, too late HO, and HO to wrong cell). The D-HCP

algorithm adjusts the values of HCPs in accordance to these

HO types to decrease the rates of RLF and HOPP. The results

showed that the D-HCP algorithm achieved lower RLF and

HOPP rates compared with those of HCPs with fixed val-

ues. However, the proposed algorithm is insufficiently robust

because it only adjusts HCPs on the basis of HO types while

disregarding UE speed, which significantly affects system

performance.

A fuzzy logic-based scheme that adjusts HOM on the basis

of UE speed and radio channel quality was presented in [19].

The scheme aims to reduce the number of HOs and HOF rate

during UE movement in dense small cells. The simulation

results demonstrated that the scheme reduces HOF rate, par-

ticularly ultra-dense small cells, but neglected the effect level

of HOPP below 1%. Another approach that aims to mini-

mize the number of unnecessary HOs (UHOs) and reduce

signaling overhead in HetNets was demonstrated in [20]

wherein a multiple-attribute decision-making approach was

proposed. The HO decision in this approach depends on

the technique for order of preference by similarity to ideal

solution (TOPSIS), which selects the appropriate target eNB.

The authors modified the TOPSIS approach on the basis of

two methods to adapt it for HO management in HetNets.

These methods, which were represented by standard devia-

tion and entropy weighting techniques, were used to score

the importance of each HO metric and HO metric weighting,

respectively. The simulation results showed that the proposed

approach can effectively reduce the number of frequent HOs

and RLFs and improve the mean UE’s throughput. In another

work [21], the authors utilized the analytic hierarchy process-

TOPSIS technique to introduce an intelligent scheme for

optimal eNB selection. In addition, the Q-learning approach

was adopted to optimize HCPs after selecting the optimal

eNB. However, the authors focused only on two HO per-

formance metrics, namely, HOPP and HOF, and disregarded

other metrics, such as RLF, HOP, and CDR.

III. MOBILITY ROBUSTNESS OPTIMIZATION

In wireless mobile communication, mobility management is

essential for providing seamless communication at different

mobility levels. Radio resource management is responsible

for maintaining radio link connection between UE and eNB

within the coverage area by handing over UE from one cell

to another. HO is a process of establishing a new radio

link connection from the source to the target base station

(BS) [22], [23]. Therefore, in non-heterogeneous wireless

networks, mobile UE maintains its radio connection when it

moves within cells by performing an HO process from the

serving eNB to another eNB that provides better signal qual-

ity. However, HO not only maintains connection in HetNets

but also improves the performance of an entire network and
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FIGURE 1. HO concept in HetNets.

TABLE 1. Types of HO during UE mobility according to Fig. 1.

UE’s quality of service (QoS). Fig. 1 illustrates vertical and

horizontal HOs, where an active UE handed over from one

BS to another passes through several eNBs in HetNets. Multi-

radio access technology (RAT) is a convenient technology for

HetNets because it requires intelligent techniques to perform

seamless communication. Table 1 lists the types of HO in

HetNets that can occur during UE mobility based on Fig. 1.

Therefore, an efficient HO algorithm can support service

continuity and enhance QoS without any service interrup-

tion. LTE-A systems introduce several features to enhance

system performance, such as improved HO mechanisms that

provide short IT. In addition, mobility speeds of approxi-

mately 500 km/h are supported by LTE-A communication

systems [24].

The HO algorithm can be divided into three cate-

gories: RSRP-based, RSRP with threshold, and HOM- and

TTT-based. In the RSRP-based algorithm, the HO decision

algorithm is considered only on the basis of the received

signal strength (RSS), and it launches the HO process as

soon as the serving RSS degrades less than the target RSS.

Meanwhile, in RSRP with threshold, the HO decision algo-

rithm depends on the RSS pulse as a predefined threshold

level. Two conditions, namely, the serving RSS should be

less than a predefined threshold and the target RSS should be

stronger than the serving RSS, must be satisfied before HO

decision is made. By contrast, HO decision in the HOM- and

TTT- or HCP-based algorithm initiates once the target RSS

is greater than the serving RSS plus the HOM for a specific

time interval of TTT. HOM and TTT can be fixed or dynamic

FIGURE 2. HO decision in LTE-A.

values, and their units are dB and ms, respectively. These

values are highly sensitive for making a robust HO deci-

sion, which in turn, contributes to enhancing overall system

performance. Apparently, the HCP-based algorithm is the

most practical and efficient technique used for making a HO

decision during user mobility [25], [26]. Moreover, a hybrid

technique (i.e., the combination of two or more techniques)

contributes to reducing the establishment of RLF and UHO

(i.e., prevent the ping-pong effect). In general, the HO deci-

sion algorithm that is selected on the basis of RSS with HOM

level is used for the conventional HO decision algorithm in

LTE/LTE-A systems [27], [28]. This HO decision in con-

ventional algorithm, which depends on RSRP, is presented

mathematically as follows:

RSRPTarget > RSRPServing +1HOM

where RSRPServing and RSRPTarget denotes the RSRP of serv-

ing eNB and target eNB, respectively. The purpose of 1HOM

is to reduce the HOF and HOPP when the UEs are continu-

ously handed over between two eNBs during UEs mobility in

HetNet.

To make a HO decision, the serving RSRP should be

continuously less than the target RSRP plus the HOM level

during a TTT interval . Fig. 2 shows the effectiveness of

varying values of HOM level and TTT interval on HO deci-

sion. These values can be adaptively adjusted or fixed. The

latter means that the HCP values are fixed for the entire

transmission interval. Meanwhile, the former indicates that

the HCPs values are automatically adjusted depending on

several network factors.

IV. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. NETWORK MODEL

We consider a two-tier HetNet that comprises LTE-A and

5G networks. The LTE-A network consists of a set number

of MeNBs Nm, and the 5G network consists of a set num-

ber of SeNB Ns. Fig. 3 presents an example of one macro
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FIGURE 3. System model in HetNets.

cell with small cells in the network deployment scenario.

The macro LTE-A cells operate at a frequency band below

5 GHz, and the small 5G cells operate at mm-wave bands.

The reuse frequency factor in both networks is assumed to

be one. The number of users is generated randomly in every

macro and small cell, and it moves across the considered

geographical area during time t . We define a user as u, where

u ∈ 1, 2, ..., |U |. Meanwhile, U represents all set of UEs.

Every user u ∈ U moves in a random direction Θu ∈ [0, 2π ],

where u travels with an average velocity Vu ∈ [vmin, vmax].

UE receives its requested traffic over either SeNBorMeNB

cells. The cells use the X2 interface to communicate with one

another during the HO process. This process is basically sup-

ported by the X2 interface, which can exchange operational

reports, parameter configurations, and RLF status. At each

SeNB andMeNB, a distributed SON collects HO information

to optimize HCPs. HO is executed when UE moves from

serving cells to neighboring cells. Serving cells decide to

hand over UE to target cells following the measurement

reports that UE periodically sends to serving cells.

B. CHANNEL MODEL

The large-scale channel model PLu,k for different frequencies

in HetNets in urban area for a link between an eNB,k and an

UE u ∈ U , in dB [29], is

L(u, k, l) = 20 log10(
4πr0

λl
)+ 10 n log10(

ru,k

r0
)+ χl, (1)

eNB =

{

SeNB, if l = 1

MeNB, otherwise,
(2)

where r0 and ru,k denote the reference distance and dis-

tance between the UE u and eNB k , respectively, where

ru,k ≥ r0. n represents the path loss exponent, λl is the

wavelength at carrier frequency (fc,l=1 = 28GHz and fc,l=2 =

2.1GHz),and χ is a Gaussian random variable with zero mean

and variance σ 2.

The calculation of path loss depends on the type of serving

eNB. A variable l = 1 if UE u is set to associate with SeNB

k; otherwise, UE u associates with MeNB m. Maximum QoS

requirements are used to limit interference by reducing RLF.

Notably, the performance of each UE should meet its mini-

mum data rate requirement for QoS satisfaction. For channel

modeling, the SINR experienced by u is modeled as [30]:

Γu,k,l =
pu,k,lgu,k,lbij

∑

i∈K\{k}

∑

j∈U\{u} pijgu,k,l + PAWGN
, (3)

where pu,k,l is the received signal power at u, gu,k,l is the

channel gain experienced by UE u at k , bij is the binary

association indicator of user u in which bij = 1 indicates user

uassociates with one eNB; otherwise bij = 0. pij represents the

interference received signal power by UE u at k , and PAWGN
is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) power.

C. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Adjusting HCPs is a crucial process during UE mobility.

An inappropriate configuration of HCPs causes HOF that

leads to service interruption. Setting HCPs to high values can

cause too-late or wrong cell HO (i.e., high mobility), which

results from a delay in HO decision. In such case, the HOF

rate can be decreased. However, as the HOF rate decreases,

the HOPP rate increases. By contrast, too-small values can

cause too-early or wrong cell HO (i.e., low mobility), which

decreases HOPP but increases the HOF rate [11]. Therefore,

an adaptive technique is required to adjust HCPs in accor-

dance with UE status duringmobility. In this work, the adjust-

ment values of HCPs depend on UE speed and RSRP. For

example, when UE is moving at a very high speed, several

SeNBs and MeNBs are crossed. This condition necessitates

a relatively low TTT value to prevent late HO. By contrast,

low-speed UE undergoes improved signal quality over short

distances, necessitating a relatively high TTT value to prevent

early HO. Therefore, this study aims to address this mobility

issue and minimize the probability rate of HO performance

metrics, such as HOPP, RLF, and HOF, which can occur

during the HO process. The minimization of the HO problem

can be formulated as follows:

argmin
T ,M

P(T ,M) (4a)

Subject to :

N
∑

j=1

bij = 1,∀j (4b)

ζ ≤ ζth (4c)

TTTmin ≤ T ≤ TTTmax (4d)

HOMmin ≤M ≤ HOMmax (4e)

bij ∈ 0, 1,∀ij (4f)

where P refers to the probability of HOPP, RLF and HOF

which control by a proper selection of TTT T and HOMM.

Constraint (4b) ensures that each UE u is associated with one

eNB k; (4c) guarantees that the HOF rate of each u is less

than the threshold ζth; (4d) and (4e) ensure that the selected

T andM are not out of range and (4f) is the binary constraint

on the user association indicators.
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UE periodically measures the RSRPs of all serving eNBs

and reports the measurements, indicating whether HO is

triggered if certain conditions are met or to continue link

connectionwith the serving eNB. In this work, we consider all

the events in [31] that trigger HO on the basis of measurement

reports using a realistic environment.

D. PROPOSED SOLUTION

We propose a novel distributed ATO algorithm that auto-

matically tunes HCPs on the basis of user speed and RSRP.

An entity of distributed SON is equipped at each eNB to

collect related data and periodically optimize HCPs for each

UE in accordancewith its condition. Algorithm 1 summarizes

the process for updating the T andM according to following

conditions:

Condition 1: δS > δT + θth










M̂u,t=Mu,t−1+β, T̂u,t=Tu,t−1+α if Vu,t < Vr

M̂u,t=Mu,t−1+β, T̂u,t=Tu,t−1+α if Vu,t=Vr

M̂u,t=Mu,t−1 − β, T̂u,t=Tu,t−1 − α if Vu,t > Vr

(5)

Condition 2: δS < δT + θth










M̂u,t=Mu,t−1−β, T̂u,t=Tt−1−α if Vu,t < Vr

M̂u,t=Mu,t−1−β, T̂u,t=Tu,t−1−α if Vu,t=Vr

M̂u,t=Mu,t−1−β, T̂u,t=Tu,t−1−α if Vu,t > Vr

(6)

Condition 3: δS = δT + θth










M̂u,t=Mu,t−1 + β, T̂u,t=Tu,t−1 + α if Vu,t < Vr

M̂u,t=Mu,t−1, T̂u,t=Tu,t−1 if Vu,t=Vr

M̂u,t=Mu,t−1−β, T̂u,t=Tu,t−1−α if Vu,t > Vr

(7)

where δs and δT are the severing and target RSRP, respec-

tively. θth denotes the threshold level which is assumed to

be 2dB. Vu,t and Vr denote the UE speed level at time t and

reference speed that is assumed to be at medium range (Vr =

70 − 90 km/h), respectively. M̂t and T̂t are the adaptive

HOM and TTT, respectively. α and β depicts the step levels

to set both the TTT and HOM, which are approximately

50 ms and 1 dB, respectively. These steps are implemented

when HO condition is encountered. The values of the HOM

level and TTT interval are standardized as an enumerated

parameter [31].

Subsequently, M̂t and T̂t are periodically updated for each

active mobile UE in cells to avoid RLF and HOF threshold

ζth =1% is monitored [32]. This algorithm is based on meta-

heuristic algorithms, wherein the solution is not the best

solution (global optimal). However, it improves the quality

of solution to find the suboptimal solution with low compu-

tational complexity [33].

The proposed algorithm adjusts HCPs for each UE in

accordance with these conditions in each simulation time.

Algorithm 1 Proposed ATO Algorithm

1: Initialize systems’ parameters

2: Inputs:δS , δT ,Vu,t
3: Outputs: M̂t , T̂t
4: if Simulation time t=1 then

5: HODecision←− false

6: else

7: Calculate the HOF according to (15)

8: while HOF ζ > ζth do

9: if δS > δT + θth then

10: Updating M̂ and T̂ according to (5)

11: HODecision←− True

12: Updating M̂ and T̂

13: else if δS < δT + θth then

14: Updating M̂ and T̂ according to (6)

15: HODecision←− True

16: Updating M̂ and T̂

17: else

18: Updating M̂ and T̂ according to (7)

19: HODecision←− false

20: Updating M̂ and T̂

21: end if

22: end while

23: Update HOF

24: end if

Each distributed UE has a different condition, such as SINR

and speed. Assigning the same HCP values to all distributed

UE will result in inferior network performance. Thus, in our

proposed algorithm, the eNB assigns different values of HCPs

to each UE depending on its current status conditions during

mobility. The reestablishment procedure of radio resource

control (RRC) is a process initiated to recover radio link con-

nection once UE loses connection. Thus, UE attempts to find

a suitable target eNB and then performs RRC reestablishment

toward this target eNB. The reestablishment process shall

select a suitable target cell and recover connection within the

maximum allowed time for connection recovery, denoted as

T310 (maximum interval to perform connection reestablish-

ment procedure) [31].

The proposed algorithm continues monitoring the HOF

rate in each simulation time and adjusts HCPs when ζ >ζth.

Each UE sends a measurement report to the serving eNB

every 50 ms to monitor the RSRP level. Then, the serving

RSRP is compared with the target RSRP plus the threshold,

and one of the three conditions (Equations 5-7) is applied.

Once a condition is applied, HCPs adjust with respect to each

UE speed by increasing or decreasing the current T and M.

For example, when UE moves at high speed, the current T

andM decease by one step (α and β) to avoid late HO,which

causes RLF. By contrast, the current T and M increase by

one step (α and β) when UE moves at low speed to avoid

early HO, which causes HOPP.
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E. HANDOVER PERFORMANCE METRICS

Several performance metrics or key performance indicators

(KPIs) are frequently defined in wireless networks to charac-

terize QoS. Therefore, the proposed algorithm is investigated

using these metrics compared with previous algorithms. Four

main KPIs are used for the investigation:

The first KPI is HOP. It measures how HO frequently

happens between serving and target eNBs. It is also the

probability of interchanging links between serving and target

eNBs. HOP is obtained as follows:

HOPu,t (δT , δS ) = Pr [δT − δS ≥ M̂] (8)

The average of HOP in each simulation time over all UEs

in the network can be given by the following equation:

HOP =

∑Nu
j=1HOP

Nu
∀ jthU , (9)

where Nu is the total number of users in the entire simulation.

The second KPI is HOPP. It is an important indicator that

determines UHOs between two neighbor cells. It counts when

UE disconnects its communication links from the serving

eNB, establishes a new connection with the target eNB, and

then bounces back to the serving eNB within a period that

is shorter than the critical ping-pong interval Tc, which is

assumed to be 2 s. Tc is defined as a short period required to

calculate UHObetween neighboring eNB cells. HOPP should

be considered if the following conditions are satisfied.

P(HOPP) = Pr [Ti ≤ Tc], (10)

Ti = TL − Thb, (11)

where Ti depicts the time taken by the UE to connects back

to the serving eNB. TL denotes the time taken to establish the

HO from the serving eNB, and Thb defines the time needed to

reconnect to the same eNB. It is useful to mention that the HO

is taken as HOPP for each UE in the network, Ti is less than

Tc(Ti < Tc) when the user is connected back to serving eNB.

The following equation obtains the averageHOPP probability

in every simulation time.

P(HOPP) =
NHOPP

NRHO
, (12)

NRHO = NS + NF , (13)

whereNHOPP represents the number of occurringHOPP over-

all simulation time. NRHO is the total number of requested

HOs, NF and NS are failed and successful HO, respectively.

The third KPI is RLF which occurs when UE discon-

nects from an eNB and fails to maintain the communication

link. However, the primary source of RLF includes HOF

cases or disconnections in the communication link. That is,

NUE , as the average RLF of all UE, can be obtained as

follows:

P(RLF) =

∑Nu
j=1 P(RLF)

Nu
∀ jthU (14)

The forth KPI is HOF which typically occurs after the

HO request is sent to the target eNB. Two different cases

FIGURE 4. Simulation environment.

may cause HOF during HO. The first case is the lack of

available target resources. It occurs when HO is initiated,

but its establishment remains incomplete due to insufficient

resources available for the target eNB. In the second case,

HOF occurs due to UE moving out of the coverage area of

the target eNB before completely establishing HO. The total

ratio of HOF is calculated as a total ratio of HOF divided by

the submission of the total number of HOF and successful

HO, which can be expressed as follows:

HOF =
NF

NS + NF
(15)

V. SIMULATION AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT

This research is an extension of our previous work [18].

We consider a HetNet that consists of 61 MeNBs and

183 SeNBswith an area of 8x8 km2. EachMeNB is composed

of 3 SeNBs that are located at the middle of each MeNB

cell’s sector. Fig. 4 illustrates the simulation environment for

HetNet, where the simulation area is within the bouncing

circle (yellow circle). We consider a deployment scenario in

which MeNBs and SeNBs operate at different carrier fre-

quencies to avoid interference between them. The network

model enables RATs, which allow UE to connect to one BS

(MeNB/SeNB) at the medium access control (MAC) layer.

Thus, UE receives its traffic demand over either 4G or 5G

bands. A random direction mobility model [0o 360o] in

which UEs are randomly distributed over the area at a time

frame T , is considered for this network, wherein only one

speed scenario is considered at each time frame T . In addi-

tion, we do not consider restrictive assumptions about any

obstacles, such as buildings, trees, and mountains . Thus, all

the UEs are moving equally in different directions in each
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TABLE 2. Simulation parameters [1]–[3], [29].

FIGURE 5. Average HOP versus mobile speed scenarios.

time frame. Other simulation parameters are summarized

in Table 2.

To evaluate and validate the proposed ATO algorithm,

simulations are performed usingMATLAB.We consider four

different UE speeds that represent low, medium, and high

speeds: 40, 80, 120, and 160 km/h. These speeds represent

the typical speeds of vehicles in urban and suburban areas

and are assumed for theoretical investigation.

B. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

To analyze the performance of the proposed ATO algo-

rithm, simulations are performed by considering different UE

speeds. The proposed algorithm is then compared with differ-

ent optimization algorithms: conventional, speed-based [12]

and SINR-based [13] algorithms. We evaluate the overall

simulation time of the proposed ATO algorithm using six

KPIs: HOP, HOPP, RLF, CDR, HO delay, and IT.

Fig. 5 shows an average HOP versus different UE speeds

scenarios, wherein the performance of the ATO algorithm

FIGURE 6. Average probability of HOPP versus different optimization
algorithms.

is compared with those of conventional, SINR-based, and

speed-based algorithms. The simulation results show that the

ATO algorithm reduces the average HOP for all speed scenar-

ios compared with the other algorithms. The overall average

HOP achieved by the ATO algorithm is approximately 82%,

73%, and 92% lower than those achieved by the conventional,

SINR-based, and speed-based algorithms, respectively, for all

mobile speed scenarios.

Fig. 6 depicts the average rate of HOPP versus different

optimization algorithms for all mobile speed scenarios and

the entire simulation time. The HOPP rate obtained by the

proposed algorithm is relatively lower than those obtained

by the other algorithms for all mobile speed scenarios.

This result can be justified by stating that the inappropri-

ate optimization of HCPs by MRO algorithms, i.e., conven-

tional, speed-based, and SINR-based algorithms, increases

HOPP or UHO. Moreover, a high HOP may lead to a high

HOPP and HOF, whereas a significant reduction in HOP will

reduce the HOPP rate.
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FIGURE 7. Radio link failure probability with varying speeds.

Fig. 7 illustrates the average rate of RLF probability versus

different optimization algorithms for varying mobile speed

scenarios. The average rate of RLF probability is calculated

for each mobile speed scenario over all monitored mobile

users and the entire simulation time. The RLF rate obtained

by the ATO algorithm is significantly reduced compared with

those obtained by the other algorithms. The use of inappro-

priately adjusted UE speed to optimize HCPs (i.e., speed-

based algorithm) may lead to high RLF rates. Therefore,

HCPs should be periodically adapted on the basis of each

UE’s experience independently. Furthermore, the Doppler

effect accompanied by poor connections increases the RLF

rate in accordance with UE speed. Nevertheless, the proposed

ATO algorithm achieves approximately 93%, 65%, and 87%

average RLF rates compared with the conventional, speed-

based, and SINR-based algorithms, respectively.

An important metric for evaluating system performance

is the CDR of UE. Hence, we specifically examine the

average dropped call ratio over the entire simulation time.

Fig. 8 shows CDR with varying UE speeds. The ATO algo-

rithm obtains remarkable reduction in CDR compared with

the other algorithms for all mobile speeds. Increasing the

number of HOs due to UE being handed over to ultra-dense

SeNBs increases the potential source of CDR. Furthermore,

a high failure rate occurs for outbound mobility crossing

small cells in high-speed scenarios. However, dropped calls

directly affect the QoS of a network, whereas other HO types

indirectly affect QoS. Thus, decreasing HOF and RLF should

be highly prioritized in MRO.

Fig. 9 illustrates the evaluation of the HOPP effect with

different UE speeds for a selected time. The proposed algo-

rithm obtains lower HOPP rates than the other algorithms

due to the appropriate setting of HCPs and connection to the

best target eNB. However, the other algorithms also obtain

FIGURE 8. Call-dropped rate.

low HOPP rates during a specific period, particularly in

high-speed scenarios. A high HOPP rate causes considerable

resource block waste due to the back-and-forth switching of

UE data. The HOPP effect of the conventional and speed-

based algorithms at a speed of 40 km/h is high compared

with in the other speed scenarios. Received signals fluctuate

more at a low speed, and thus, HOPP rate is high. However,

at medium and high speeds, UE connection with the target

eNB is fast, leading to a low HOPP rate. The proposed algo-

rithm achieves remarkable reduction in HOPP rate in all the

mobile speed scenarios compared with the other algorithms.

It monitors UE speed and RSRP during UE mobility and

then set appropriate HOM and TTT values to satisfy all the

requirements for performing a successful HO process. There-

fore, the ATO algorithm reduces HOPP rate by approximately

96%, 93.21%, and 98.14% compared with the conventional,

SINR-based, and speed-based algorithms, respectively.

HO delay and IT are also important factors in network per-

formance. Figs. 10 and 11 show the HO delay and IT in dif-

ferent mobile speed scenarios, respectively. A long HO delay

will increase HOP and HOPP rates (Figs. 5 and 7) because

the transmission of several packets is disabled during vertical

HO in HetNets. Thus, the network experiences additional

time delay due to the IT included in the process. Therefore,

ATO achieves low HOPP and HOP because of the efficient

HCP values in accordance with UE speed. Accordingly, HO

delay is significantly reduced. Moreover, the ATO algorithm

reduces IT by 90%more compared with the other algorithms.

Fig. 12 depicts the total average rate of HOF versus the

other optimization algorithms over the entire simulation time.

The speed-based algorithm obtains a higher HOF rate than

the other algorithms due to same issue mentioned in Fig. 7,

wherein RLF and HOF are related to each other. HOF can

occur immediately after a successful HO, resulting in failure

link connection between UE and the target eNB, and even-

tually, call drops. However, the proposed algorithm achieves

lower HOF rate than the conventional, SINR-based, and

speed-based algorithms by approximately 95.9%, 83.1%, and

92.5%, respectively.
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FIGURE 9. Average HOPP probability varying with mobile speeds.

TABLE 3. The overall of performance metrics with different MRO algorithms.

FIGURE 10. HO delay versus mobile speed.

The overall performance metrics of the proposed and other

benchmark algorithms is provided in Table 3. As expected

from the previous results, the conventional and speed-based

FIGURE 11. Average IT versus optimization algorithms.

algorithms exhibit the worst performance for all the perfor-

mance metrics due to their inefficient manner of handling the

HO decision. The SINR based algorithm performs slightly
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FIGURE 12. Total average of HOF over entire simulation.

better because it considers the distributed SON algorithm.

However, it does not fully address the HO issue because it

must still consider UE speed to further improve network per-

formance. The proposed algorithm demonstrates the best per-

formance and outperforms all the other algorithms because it

controls HO on the basis of SINR and speed, reducing the

major KPIs, namely, HOPP and RLF. Moreover, reducing

HOPP and RLF leads to the remarkable performance of other

KPIs, such as CDR, HOF, HO delay, and IT.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a HO self-optimization algorithm

for HetNets to improve network performance. The proposed

ATO algorithm periodically adjusts the values of HCPs on

the basis of UE speed and RSRP. It is investigated and

evaluated through a two-tier model simulation consisting

of 4G and 5G networks. The simulation results show that

the ATO algorithm improves overall system performance and

outperforms all the other compared algorithms. In addition,

our algorithm reduces the total rate of all the performance

metrics by more than 80% compared with the other state-of-

the-art algorithms. Therefore, adjusting HCPs in accordance

with UE conditions is an efficient and effective technique for

mobilitymanagement. In futurework, the proposed algorithm

can be extended to include additional parameters, such as

SINR, UE mobile speed and cell traffic load, which affect the

network performance during the HO process. Investigating

these additional parameters might further enhance the HO

performance.
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